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Project Overview
• Project Objectives:
- Understand data properties
- Set up data for model development and validation efforts
- Develop models to detect, characterize and classify events
• Technical Approach:
- Deploy the expert domain skills and ML/AI approaches to discover
and utilize knowledge for development of data models
• Significance and Impact:
- Develop useful models, offer recommendations for best practices,
and facilitate initiation of new standardization efforts
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Experimental Results Background
•

Tasks 1&2: Project management and planning, and Data platform selection and configuration:
- Achieved tight Team coordination through bi-weekly meetings
- Implemented HPRC setup at A&M with access from Temple, and waveform viewing and simulation
setup at Quanta
• Tasks 3&4: Data quality assessment and initial ML/AI event classification, and Event analysis:
- Performed visual data inspection and data/labels correction initially
- Facilitated automation of event detection using a v/f rectangle feature
• Tasks 5&6: Event labeling/categorization, and event prediction:
- Used improved labels and applied sliding data-window to characterize event sets and types
- Used variety of ML/AI techniques to account for information loss due to imprecise labels
• Tasks 7&8: Evaluation, and Preparation of required deliverables
- Defined evaluation criteria and metrics for model development, and testing, and applied to ICB
- Prepared a report for ICB and now running experiments to include reports on ICC and ICA
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Experimental Results – Data Quality
• Inconsistent voltage level
• Missing data
• Unreasonable data:
– Extreme values
– Flat 60 Hz

• Erroneous time tag
• Artificially altered data
• Data duplicates
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Experimental Results – PMU Status Word
• PMU status word cannot be used as a
reliable data quality indicator

– Does not always match actual data quality.
– Inconsistencies in PMU status bits
assignments

When trigger
condition bits are
set, 36% of the
PMU don’t set
triggered bit-11

When clock is unlocked,
36% of the PMU doesn’t
flag bit-13 as out-of-sync

When PMU is sync, 56%
of the PMU doesn’t set
error bits indicating valid
data
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Experimental Results
Target

- Line, transformer fault detection
- Frequency event detection
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Technical Accomplishments
Problem formulation: Given a signal segment 𝐬𝐬 𝑡𝑡 − Δ, 𝑡𝑡 + Δ = [𝐬𝐬 1 𝑡𝑡 − Δ, 𝑡𝑡 + Δ , … , 𝐬𝐬 𝑀𝑀 𝑡𝑡 − Δ, 𝑡𝑡 + Δ ] , from multiple anonymized PMUs
predict event type 𝑦𝑦 ∈ 0, … , 𝐶𝐶 that occurred at [𝑡𝑡 − Δ, 𝑡𝑡 + Δ] by learning from scarce observations and low precision labels.
Yes – Multi-channel filtering by CNN

Q1: Can
feature
learning be
automated?

Q3: Can models
be improved by
using PMU
data from
simulations?

100
80
60
40
20
0

Yes, but need 3 phase data

Filed-Recorded

Q2: Should
models
learn from
more data
or from
better data?

Use both if data is small
Q4: Can relevant
labeled PMU
data from a
related task be
used for learning
on a new tasks?
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Simulated

Yes - transfer learning

Technical Accomplishments
•

•

•

•

Developed a supervised learning method for local and system-wide event detection in power grids using sparsely placed PMUs
 Problem: Develop a scalable automated event detection systems that doesn’t rely on extensive manual study of data and feature engineering. Utilize
a sparse set of PMUs that don’t necessary cover all geo areas. Handle noisy data and unknown event locations.
 Accomplishments: Automated data preprocessing steps and three CNN based detection models were introduced. Data from western interconnection
were used (2016 for training and 2017 for testing). Robust event detection is achieved in multiple settings, but multi-channel hierarchical CNNs
outperformed alternatives. Curating event logs leads to increased detection accuracy. Fully inspecting at least two months of data is suggested.
Developed a line fault, frequency, and transformer event detection method based on transfer learning techniques
 Problem: Detect events based on minimal labeled time windows by leveraging related labeled instances from another domain without relying on
event logs of PMU data.
 Accomplishments: The transfer learning method yielded ~13% improvement in AUROC when compared to supervised learning algorithms based on
only 20 labeled time windows. 2-seconds time window yielded an approximately 7% increase in AUROC compared with 1-minute windows.
Developed line faults classification using machine learning on three phase voltages
 Problem: Classify line faults when field-recordings have insufficient number of observations of certain type (e.g. PP, PPG,3P, and 3P-G faults).
 Accomplishments: A classification model trained on integrated simulations and field-recorded data resulted in 98.5% accuracy. This is a significant
improvement over 87.17% accuracy obtained by relying on the field-recorded data alone.
Develop voltage level-aware CNN classifier based on sliding window technique
 Problem: Classify events as normal, line, and frequency events using PMU measurements split into voltage levels (134kV, 240kV, 300kV, 500kV).
 Accomplishment: A 30s sliding window is subsampled from the preprocessed data, and those subwindows are used as CNN classifier inputs. A split
into voltage levels is beneficial when applying signal summarization through a Soft-Dynamic Time Warping.
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Value of Work
• Establishing facts:
– Even now, let alone 5 years from now, collecting PMU data may have diminishing
returns unless the analysis is automated
– While automating the analysis of historical data has value, real benefit comes from
predicting occurrence and mitigating impacts of undesirable events in real-time
• Offering Recommendations:
- While utilities can gain by sharing data with each other, the real value is in sharing
and following best practices in recording its own data, and then preserving it
• Facilitating standardization work:
- Developing and adopting standardized approaches on PMU setting flags, the exact
meaning of the error bits, and a common format for event labeling
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Readiness for Commercialization
• We have developed data model prototypes that can be tailored to
specific applications: event detection, fault , and system-wide analysis
• Our prototypes are at the TRL 6: System/subsystem model or
prototype demonstration in a relevant environment.
• To make our protypes commercially viable for sale as a working
product, we are in the early stages of product development
• The transitioning of our research to tools that are available to utilities
would require access to more accurately labeled data with physical
model information, and definition of more specific goals of the tools
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Being Ready for ML & BD Analytics
•
•
•

•

Off-the-shelf machine learning models, while certainly a good starting point for education and
training, are not going to achieve good performance for PMU data analytics without tuning
The key challenges of ML/AI methods when it comes to analyzing power system data is in
automating the data labeling, including time-stamping, as well as in capturing long data history
When focusing on PMU data and event logs:
– Improving data quality and recording practices could help in the development of ML/AI
models in the future.
– Data labeling should be done not only based on SCADA data but also based on data from
other recording systems, including GPS time-stamps
– It is essential to synergistically combine machine learning models with power systems
domain knowledge since data-based models, as powerful as they are, will not be sufficient.
The low-cost steps for utilities to take now to make the ML/AI approaches ready for big data
analytics 2 or 3 years from now is to amend and open data sets for ML/AI experts to use.
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Lessons Learned and Next Steps
• Improving data labeling, data quality and recording practices (three-phase vs
positive sequence) is essential for future ML/AI applications in the utilities
• Providing power system topology and PMU placement helps in distinguishing
power system events and assessing their importance/impact
• Using synthetic data has limited value except for the fault studies where the
events are local, highly distinguishable, and resemble actual events closely.
• Data management of large data sets of streaming data is an expensive effort
and requires new data management, data wrangling, and data viewing tools
• Enhancing PMU data with data from other utility recording devices/systems
(DFRs, DPRs, SCADA), and with weather data can produce significant benefits
• Automating event detection and analysis, evolving from a posterior (historical)
to a priori (predictive) formulation, requires further ML/AI research
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